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Mind Matter and Cosmos 

- Dr. Kirthi V Kakade 

BHMS, MSCP 

For all that matters to our mind and the mind with its mysterious matter, from the 

mighty neurons its nano-anatomy , physiology and psyco-neuro- biology  it all ends up 

with the dynamics with limited understanding in” How, When ,Where and What” upon 

which the whole basis of science thrives on. Bringing the topic to its end point of the 

unknown factors… !! 

Now, how well is our mind equipped to dig deep within these so called unknown 

factors..are we rotating the upon the axis of facts waiting to be explained by science 

with its theories and hypothesis…?  

From the ruins of Mexican pyramids to the mighty pyramids.. from the ancient vaastu 

and astrology to the stone henge… their existence have spoken aloud about unspoken 

truths and connections to the astral life forms…which, today have been laid to rest.. 

Human body acting dynamically as a micro cosmos in itself of the entire universe 

accelerates the changes in the unlimited skies of space connecting each cell in every 

living being  to the other for its similarities in composition and functions with the mighty 

cosmos.. Man however holds the superior hand in its evolution in the Central Nervous 

System (CNS), Autonomic Nervous System (ANS), Limbic System, The Hypothalamus , 

Pontine, SubstantiaNigra and many other parts of mid brain  which are yet to be 

classified and defined for it various functions… notify the partial understanding of time 

(Viz the mind) nervous system (Viz Matter) and the similarity between the human body 

and the cosmic constituents into channelizing these facts from myths.. to illuminating 

upon the unseen but felt… experienced but not heard, perceived but not taught…. 

Man as a spiritual being  has primed ourselves to see what has been shown, to 

follow and not lead , to substantialize than dynamism… to deny than to actualize…  

The truth but holds good to any part of the universe to any number of life forms apart 

from milky way that a sleek thread is connected within each individual which explains 

our purpose of existence away from maya( Goddess of Deception) into the infinite 

illuminated endless circle of  the ultimate ( can be denoted as  a black hole in the 

universe) which absolves everything into nothingness.. and nothingness into mysterious 

cosmos .. cosmos into a human and human back to cosmos… !!! 


